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REDACTED UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA



Blu Dot Design & Manufacturing, Inc.,



Court File No. 17-cv-03208-PJS-KMM



Plaintiff, v. Stitch Industries, Inc. d/b/a Joybird Furniture,



MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO DISMISS FOR LACK OF PERSONAL JURISDICTION



Defendant.



INTRODUCTION The motion to dismiss filed by Defendant Stitch Industries, Inc. d/b/a Joybird Furniture (“Joybird”) fails to acknowledge relevant jurisdictional facts, let alone analyze them. This is Joybird’s third motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction. In the period of time that elapsed between the first motion and the third motion that is now before the Court, Plaintiff Blu Dot Design & Manufacturing, Inc. (“Blu Dot”) obtained jurisdictional discovery. Instead of addressing the substantial contacts with the forum Blu Dot’s jurisdictional discovery uncovered, Joybird ignores those facts entirely, opting instead to submit a memorandum devoid of analysis. Joybird’s contacts with the forum are more than sufficient to confer personal jurisdiction. Joybird’s contacts include a highly interactive website, 859 furniture sales to Minnesota residents totaling $1.5 million in revenue, 250,000 online “chat” sessions with Minnesota residents, shipping products and nearly 10,000 catalogs directly to Minnesota residents, and providing financing and design services to Minnesota customers. Ignoring
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these facts will not make them go away. A full presentation of the relevant facts reveals ample contact with the forum. Joybird’s motion should be denied. BACKGROUND A.



The Parties



Blu Dot is a Minnesota corporation with its principal place of business in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Blu Dot designs, manufactures and sells modern home furnishings. Complaint, ¶ 1. Blu Dot’s products are entirely original and are designed in-house in Minneapolis. Id. ¶ 7. Blu Dot has received numerous national and international design awards, and was honored at the White House as one of three finalists for the National Design Award granted by the Smithsonian. Id. ¶ 15. Joybird is a Delaware corporation that is registered to do business in California. Id. ¶ 2. Joybird is an online-only business that sells furniture across the United States, including in Minnesota. Doc. No. 50, ¶ 9. Joybird has no showrooms or storefront; rather, all sales and services are generated from Joybird’s website, www.joybird.com. Id. Joybird’s manufacturing operation is in Mexico. Doc. No. 50, ¶ 9. The address Joybird provided to the California Secretary of State as its “principal business office” is 1041 Market Street #345, San Diego, California. Declaration of Lora M. Friedemann (“Friedemann Dec.”), Ex. A1. A process server attempting to serve the Summons and Complaint at that address reported that it is a UPS Store. Id., Ex. B. An image of the



1



All exhibits are attached to the Declaration of Lora M. Friedemann.
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location from Google Maps appears below and confirms that the place of business Joybird provided to the California Secretary of State is a UPS Storefront.



Id. B.



Joybird’s Infringement



In this action, Blu Dot accused several of Joybird’s furniture lines of infringing Blu Dot’s original, copyrighted designs, including Joybird’s Lenox, Lincoln, Astor and Hudson collections (“Infringing Products”). See Compl., ¶¶ 20-26. As is illustrated in
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the photos below, Joybird slavishly copied several original Blu Dot furniture lines and sold the knockoffs on its website. See id., ¶¶ 20-26. Blu Dot Design



Joybird’s Knockoff



Bank 80” Sofa



Astor Sofa



Bank Lounge Chair



Astor Chair



Bank 96” Sofa



Astor Grand Sofa



Astor Sleeper Sofa



Bank Sleeper Sofa
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Blu Dot Design



Joybird’s Knockoff



Shale 4 Drawer Dresser



Hudson 4 Drawer Media Console



Shale Wardrobe



Hudson Wardrobe



Shale 2 Door / 2 Drawer Wall-Mounted Cabinet



Hudson 2 Door / 2 Drawer Wall Mount Media Console



Shale 4 Drawer Wall-Mounted Cabinet



Hudson 4 Drawer Wall Mount
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Blu Dot Design



Joybird’s Knockoff



Shale 4 Drawer / 2 DoorJoybird Credenza



Hudson 4 Drawer / 2 Door Media Console



Lenox Grand Sofa



New Standard 92” Sofa



New Standard 78” Sofa



Lenox Loveseat



New Standard Lounge Chair



Lenox Chair
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C.



Joybird’s Website



Because Joybird has no showrooms or physical storefront, the Joybird website, www.joybird.com, is the epicenter of its business dealings. Doc. No. 50, ¶ 9. Customers can view, customize, purchase, review products, and upload photos of their purchases on the website. Friedemann Dec., Ex. C. Customers purchase through the website and provide shipping information. Id., Ex. D. Customers may direct shipment to Minnesota by selecting “Minnesota” on a drop-down menu that lists shipping location options. Id. Customers may “live chat” with a Joybird representative while on the website. Id., Ex. E. All of the Infringing Products are currently, or have within the last 6 months, been promoted and available for purchase on the website. Id. ¶ 7, Ex. F. Joybird advertises that its products have a “lifetime warranty.” Id., Ex. G. Joybird offers additional services on the website beyond selling products. Customers can make returns and access warranty information. Friedemann Dec., Exs. G, H. Customers can apply for and receive financing for their purchases, including payment plans that extend from 6 to 18 months. Id., Ex. I. Joybird also offers customers and potential customers “personal over-the-phone design consultant” services. Id., Ex. J. Among other services, the design consultant helps schedule delivery and “stick[s] with” customers through a “365-day home trial.” Id. Visitors can also use the website to join a “VIP” perks club, apply for a job, and read Joybird’s blog. Id., ¶ 12. The website promotes a variety of ways to communicate with Joybird. Visitors are directed to one of Joybird’s seven social media platforms, for example. Friedemann
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Dec., Ex. E. The website also provides Joybird’s e-mail and phone number for general use. Id. D.



Jurisdictional Discovery



The motion at bar is Joybird’s third motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction. Joybird’s first motion to dismiss was filed on September 12, 2017, and withdrawn the next day. Doc. Nos. 18, 25. Joybird filed its second motion to dismiss on September 25, 2017. Doc. No. 26. Blu Dot moved for jurisdictional discovery in response. Doc. No. 33. The Court granted Blu Dot’s motion for jurisdictional discovery and requested that Joybird withdraw its motion to dismiss. Doc. No. 42. Blu Dot sought information from Joybird concerning all sales and communications with Minnesota residents. Friedemann Dec., ¶ 13. Joybird produced information regarding sales to Minnesota customers, the revenue attributed to those sales, the number of online chats “sessions” with Minnesota customers, and catalogs shipped to Minnesota. From January 2014 to November 2017, Joybird made 859 sales of furniture products in Minnesota, yielding more than $1.5 million in revenue. Id., Ex. K. Further, Joybird’s annual sales in Minnesota have increased eightfold between 2014 and 2017, showing huge sales growth in the State. See id. Joybird also mails catalogs directly to Minnesota residents. Id., Ex. L. In the first 11 months of 2017 alone, Joybird sent 3,010 catalogs to existing Minnesota customers, and 6,850 catalogs to prospective customers. Id. The catalogs direct customers to Joybird’s website to view the products Joybird sells. Friedemann Dec., Ex. M. An example appears below: 8
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Id. Joybird conducted more than 250,000 individual chat “sessions” with Minnesotans on www.joybird.com. Id., Ex. K. The “sessions” account only for Minnesotans using the chat tool on the website; they do not include communications through e-mail, telephone, or social media. Id., ¶ 17. Joybird analyzes revenue against the number of chat sessions to compute a “per-session value.” Id., Ex. K. Joybird also communicates with customers through email, newsletter and product reviews, but is unable to determine the location of the customer. Friedemann Dec., ¶ 17. Therefore, Joybird was unable to quantify communications made with Minnesota residents through those channels. Id. A search for “Minnesota” on the website shows
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five product reviews. Id., Ex. N. A search for “MN” yields one customer photo and 68 reviews. Id. No discovery was provided pertaining to Joybird’s personal design services, financing plans or lifetime warranties. Id., ¶ 19. E.



Joybird’s Third Motion to Dismiss



After providing this jurisdictional discovery, Joybird moved to dismiss for the third time. Doc. No. 49. Joybird’s counsel did not meet and confer with Blu Dot’s counsel before filing the motion. Friedemann Dec., ¶ 21. At 4:02 p.m. on the day the motion was filed, counsel for Joybird contacted counsel for Blu Dot regarding potential hearing dates. Id., Ex. O. Joybird filed the motion later that evening without talking with counsel substantively about the motion. Id., ¶ 20.2 Joybird’s third brief bears a remarkable resemblance to its first and second briefs. Compare Doc. Nos.19, 28 and 49. Joybird makes no mention of the above contacts with Minnesota. Instead, Joybird makes blanket assertions that belie the contacts revealed in jurisdictional discovery. For example, Joybird contends that it “does not specifically target Minnesota consumers or businesses with its advertising, marketing efforts or promotions,” yet Joybird mails catalogs to Minnesota residents. Doc. No. 49, p. 2; Friedemann Dec., Ex. L. Joybird also asserts that it “has never attempted to solicit and acquire customers in Minnesota,” but its Minnesota sales have seen huge growth, and it



2



Notably, Joybird’s “Meet and Confer Statement” does not identify a date when the parties discussed the motion at bar. See Docket No. 22. Joybird instead attests that it “invited ongoing discussion.” Id. at 1.
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analyzes chat “sessions” with Minnesotans for whether or not they result in sales. Id. at p. 3; Friedemann Dec., Ex. K. ARGUMENT For a court to exercise personal jurisdiction over a defendant, the exercise of jurisdiction must be proper under the forum state’s long arm statute, and must comport with Constitutional due process. Dakota Indus., Inc. v. Dakota Sportswear, Inc., 946 F.2d 1384, 1387-88 (8th Cir. 1991). Because Minnesota’s long-arm statute is “coextensive with the limits of due process,” the only inquiry before the Court is whether the exercise of personal jurisdiction satisfies due process. Minnesota Min. & Mfg. Co. v. Nippon Carbide Indus. Co., 63 F.3d 694, 697 (8th Cir. 1995). Jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when the defendant has “minimum contacts” with the forum state so the suit does not offend “traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice.” Int’l Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 316 (1945). Courts “view the evidence in the light most favorable to the plaintiff and resolve all factual conflicts in the plaintiff's favor.” CBS Interactive Inc. v. Nat’l Football League Players Ass’n, Inc., 259 F.R.D. 398, 404 (D. Minn. 2009). “To defeat a motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction, the nonmoving party need only make a prima facie showing of jurisdiction.” Dakota Indus., Inc., 946 F.2d at 1387. On a Rule 12(b)(2) motion, the court may consider matters outside the pleadings. See Pope v. Elabo GmbH, 588 F. Supp.2d 1008, 1012 (D. Minn. 2008).
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This Court may exercise personal jurisdiction over Joybird because Joybird has purposefully availed itself of the privilege of conducting business in Minnesota, and the exercise of personal jurisdiction is both fair and reasonable. I.



Joybird Has Sufficient Contacts with Minnesota to Justify the Exercise of Personal Jurisdiction. Contacts with a forum confer personal jurisdiction when “the defendant’s conduct



and connection with the forum State are such that he should reasonably anticipate being haled into court there.” World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 297 (1980). Contacts that create a reasonable expectation of being “haled into court” are those “by which the defendant purposefully avails itself of the privilege of conducting activities within the forum State, thus invoking the benefits and protections of its laws.” Pope, 588 F. Supp. 2d at 1016 (quoting Hanson v. Denckla, 357 U.S. 235, 253 (1958)). Availment must be purposeful, “rather than fortuitous, random, or attenuated.” Id. at 1019. In this case, Joybird has purposefully availed itself of Minnesota law by (1) operating a highly interactive website under the Zippo test, (2) engaging in substantial contacts with Minnesota through its interactive website, which confer both specific and personal jurisdiction, and (3) expressly aiming its activities at Minnesota under the Calder “effects test.” A.



Joybird’s Website Subjects it to Personal Jurisdiction Under Zippo.



Joybird operates a highly interactive website which subjects Joybird to personal jurisdiction in Minnesota. Courts in the Eighth Circuit use the Zippo test when
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considering the sufficiency of internet contacts to exercise personal jurisdiction. See Lakin v. Prudential Sec., Inc., 348 F.3d 704, 710-11 (8th Cir. 2003). The Zippo test is applicable to both general and specific personal jurisdiction. See id. at 712-13. In Zippo Mfg. Co. v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc., the court examined whether a website may provide sufficient contacts for personal jurisdiction. 952 F.Supp. 1119, 1123-24 (W.D.Pa.1997). The Zippo court created a “sliding scale” to measure the likelihood of personal jurisdiction, which “runs from active contract formation” to “mere posting of information on a website.” Johnson v. Arden, 614 F.3d 785, 796 (8th Cir. 2010). Under Zippo, “the more ‘interactive’ an entity’s website is, the more likely that personal jurisdiction over the entity is proper.” Quality Bicycle Prod., Inc. v. BikeBaron, LLC, 2013 WL 3465279, at *3 (D. Minn. July 10, 2013). 1.



Customers Can Make Sales Contracts on Joybird’s Website.



Joybird’s website is highly interactive. Visitors can “1) browse products online, 2) select items to purchase, 3) direct that the products be shipped to Minnesota by selecting Minnesota from a drop-down menu listing U.S. states, and 4) pay for the products online via a credit card.” 3M Co. v. Mohan, 2010 WL 786519, at *2 (D. Minn. Mar. 5, 2010) (finding those factors, in combination with sales, supported personal jurisdiction). Customers must submit their shipping location when entering a sales contract with Joybird. See Friedemann Dec., Ex. E. Thus, when a Minnesota resident orders from Joybird, Joybird elects to do business with the Minnesota resident by fulfilling the order and shipping it to Minnesota. Further, all purchases come with a “lifetime warranty,” which creates an ongoing contractual relationship with the customer. These activities 13
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extend far beyond the “mere posting of information on a website.” Johnson, 614 F.3d at 796. By supporting online sales of Joybird’s products, including the Infringing Products, Joybird’s website encourages Minnesota residents to “enter into binding contracts” with Joybird. Quality Bicycle Prod., Inc., 2013 WL 3465279, at *4. Such website interactivity subjects Joybird to personal jurisdiction in Minnesota. See Multi– Tech Systems, Inc. v. VocalTec Communications, Inc., 122 F.Supp.2d 1046, 1051 (D. Minn. 2000) (finding that a defendant’s website was interactive for the purposes of personal jurisdiction because visitors could purchase the allegedly infringing product). 2.



The Website Encourages Customers to Enter Other Contracts.



Moreover, Joybird’s website offers contracts and services that extend well beyond a single point of sale transaction. Joybird’s website permits customers to sign up for financing packages. Financing agreements constitute significant contacts for jurisdiction purposes. See Lakin, 348 F.3d at 708 (finding that loans and lines of credit created “continuous long-term contacts” with the forum state). Customers can also access product-related services through the website, like Joybird’s personal design consultant services. Again, this interactivity constitutes contacts sufficient to confer personal jurisdiction. 3M Company v. Icuiti Corporation, 2006 WL 1579816 at *2 (D. Minn., June 1, 2006) (personal jurisdiction found where defendant used its website to advertise products across the country, enter into contracts for sale with Minnesotans, and collect payment). Joybird’s website is sufficiently interactive to confer personal jurisdiction. 14
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B.



Joybird’s Website Has Facilitated Substantial Jurisdictional Contacts.



Joybird’s highly interactive website has naturally facilitated substantial contacts between Joybird and this forum. While jurisdictional discovery only revealed a portion of all existing contacts between Minnesota and Joybird, those that were disclosed are more than sufficient to confer both general and specific personal jurisdiction. 1.



Joybird’s Sales and Attempted Sales Confer Specific Jurisdiction.



Joybird purposefully availed itself of Minnesota law by making significant sales to Minnesotans. Joybird made 859 sales to Minnesotans totaling $1,523,585.91 in revenue between January 1, 2014 and November 3, 2017. Friedemann Dec., Ex. K. Sales to forum residents have routinely constituted sufficient contacts to exercise personal jurisdiction over a defendant. See, e.g., Cambria Co., LLC v. Pental Granite & Marble, Inc., 2013 WL 1249216, at *7 (D. Minn. Mar. 27, 2013) (fourteen sales in Minnesota provided “a fair warning” that the defendant “might be subject to Minnesota courts”). Joybird’s sales to hundreds of Minnesotans are more than just one-time transactions; rather, the sales result in a prolonged contractual relationship between Joybird and forum residents, yielding both a one-year product trial and a lifetime guarantee. See Friedemann Dec., Ex. G. Moreover, Joybird’s sales to Minnesotans more than tripled from 2014 to 2015, and nearly tripled again from 2015 to 2016, showing that Joybird’s contacts in the forum are growing. Id., Ex. K. The large volume of increasing sales shows that Joybird’s contacts with Minnesota are purposeful, not random, and therefore sufficient to confer personal jurisdiction. See Janel Russell Designs, Inc. v. Mendelson & Associates, Inc., 15
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114 F. Supp. 2d 856, 861 (D. Minn. 2000) (finding that evidence of sales and shipping products into Minnesota constituted more than “random” contacts, instead demonstrating that the defendant “purposefully availed itself of the privilege of conducting activities within the forum State”) (internal quotations omitted). Joybird argues that its Minnesota sales amount only to 2% of its overall sales. Doc. No. 49, p. 5. This fact is not relevant to the personal jurisdiction inquiry. See Lakin, 348 F.3d at 709 (“Percentage of a company’s sales in a given state are generally irrelevant…rather, our inquiry focuses on whether the company’s contacts are substantial for the forum”) (emphasis in original). In this case, over $1.5 million in furniture sales is certainly substantial for Minnesota as a forum. Further, this forum has specific jurisdiction over Joybird due to Joybird’s promotion and attempted sale of the Infringing Products to Minnesotans, even though such sales may not have been completed. In Cambria Co., LLC v. Pental Granite and Marble, Inc., the plaintiff sued for copyright infringement and the defendant moved to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction, asserting that the accused products had not been sold in or shipped to Minnesota. 2013 WL 1249216 at *1-2 (D. Minn. Mar. 27, 2013). This Court found that “proof of the ultimate sale of an infringing product in Minnesota is not required for the purposes of specific jurisdiction.” Id. at *8. This Court then found that specific jurisdiction existed because the defendant advertised the accused products to Minnesotans on its website. Id. Therefore, the defendant’s contacts with Minnesota were directly related to the cause of action. Id.; see also Icuiti Corp., 2006 WL 1579816 at *2-
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3 (finding defendant’s activities advertising, promoting, and shipping goods bearing defendant’s name were directly related to plaintiff’s trademark infringement claim). Here, as in Cambria, Joybird is subject to specific jurisdiction because it advertises and attempts to sell the Infringing Products to Minnesotans through its website. Joybird conducts all of its business through its website, which advertises the Infringing Products. Joybird has also had at least 258,349 website-hosted chat sessions with Minnesotans, which are a clear effort to boost website sales, including sales of the Infringing Products. Friedemann Dec., Ex. K. The sales-related contacts from Joybird’s website are therefore directly related to this cause of action because Joybird peddles the Infringing Products to Minnesotans. This Court thus has specific personal jurisdiction over Joybird. 2.



Joybird’s Direct Marketing Efforts Confer Specific Jurisdiction.



Joybird’s direct marketing efforts likewise yield specific jurisdiction. Joybird advertises to Minnesotans through social media and catalogs directing customers to www.joybird.com. Friedemann Dec., Exs. L, M. In the first eleven months of 2017 alone, Joybird mailed nearly 10,000 catalogs to Minnesota residents. Id. More than twothirds of these mailers were sent to prospective customers, demonstrating Joybird’s concerted effort to maintain existing contractual relationships with Minnesotans, and create new ones. The catalogs specifically direct Minnesotans to visit www.joybird.com, where the Infringing Products can be purchased. Id., Ex. M. Joybird therefore actively solicits Minnesota residents to purchase the Infringing Products. This is sufficient to establish specific jurisdiction. See Mulcahy v. Cheetah Learning LLC, 2002 WL 17
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31053211 at *3-4 (D.Minn. Sept. 4, 2002) (finding specific jurisdiction where a copyright infringement defendant advertised and solicited sales in Minnesota of seats to a course that included the copyrighted works at issue). Further, despite that Joybird did not produce discovery showing Minnesota contacts made by e-mail or telephone, neither does Joybird deny that some such contacts took place with Minnesotans. Given the huge volume of contacts with Minnesotans via chat “sessions,” it is “highly likely” that at least some e-mail and telephone communications took place, and that those customers were directed to Joybird’s website. See Cambria, 2013 WL 1249216 at *7 (finding that, even in absence of direct evidence, it was “highly likely” that the defendant made sales to Minnesotans through its website). 3.



Joybird’s Aggregated Minnesota Contacts Support General Jurisdiction.



Joybird’s total jurisdictional contacts with Minnesota are sufficient to support general personal jurisdiction. Joybird (1) sold over $1.5 million worth of goods to Minnesotans in at least 859 separate transactions; (2) shipped its products directly to Minnesota; (3) provided all 859 Minnesota customers with a contractual lifetime guarantee; (4) interacted with hundreds of thousands of Minnesotans through its online chat feature, and an unknown number through e-mail and telephone; (5) shipped 9,860 catalogs and promotions directly to Minnesota residents in less than a year; (6) advertised directly to Minnesotans through its social media presence and website; and (7) directed all Minnesotans with which Joybird interacted to visit and use its website – its sole “storefront” – which advertises and promotes the Infringing Products.
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In the aggregate these activities constitute “continuous and systematic” contacts that confer general jurisdiction. Lettieri’s Inc. v. McLane Co., 2003 WL 22663839 at *4 (D. Minn. Nov. 10, 2003) (aggregating defendant’s contacts and finding general personal jurisdiction existed in view of the “totality of the circumstances”). Joybird’s contacts with Minnesota are consistent with modern online commerce. Joybird does not have a brick-and-mortar store in Minnesota, but as Joybird is an online-only business it does not have a physical store anywhere. Likewise, as an online-only operation, it is natural that Joybird does not have staff physically present in Minnesota. See Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 476 (1985) (“[M]odern commercial life” is conducted with technology that “obviate[es] the need for physical presence within a State in which business is conducted”) (internal quotations omitted); Daimler AG v. Bauman, 134 S.Ct. 746, 761 (2014) (holding that the relevant inquiry is whether a corporation’s affiliations with the forum state are so continuous and systematic so that it is “at home” there). Nevertheless, Joybird maintains a significant and continuous online presence in Minnesota, and with Minnesota residents. In the totality of the circumstances, Joybird’s contacts are continuous and systematic for an online-only business. Indeed, Joybird’s activities are characteristic of a robust and growing business that surpasses many small businesses with a physical presence in Minnesota. As such, Joybird’s numerous contacts are sufficient to confer both specific and general personal jurisdiction. C.



The Calder “Effects Test” Confers Jurisdiction.



In its motion, Joybird argues that the “effects test” enunciated in Calder v. Jones is insufficient to confer jurisdiction because Joybird “does not do any business in 19
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Minnesota, and has never directed any business specifically to Minnesota.” Doc. No. 49, p. 14. First, this assertion is untrue; Joybird conducts at least 2% of its business in Minnesota and directs thousands of its catalogs to Minnesotans. Further, there is ample evidence to establish that Joybird has intentionally targeted Minnesota in fulfillment of the Calder “effects test.” To show jurisdiction under the Calder test, “a plaintiff must show that ‘the defendant’s acts (1) were intentional, (2) were uniquely or expressly aimed at the forum state, and (3) caused harm, the brunt of which was suffered-and which the defendant knew was likely to be suffered-in the forum state.’” NexGen HBM, Inc. v. ListReports, Inc., 2017 WL 4040808, at *9 (D. Minn. Sept. 12, 2017) (quoting Johnson, 614 F.3d at 796). Here, Blu Dot has alleged intentional copyright infringement. Compl. ¶ 24; see Janel Russel Designs, 114 F.Supp.2d at 862 (applying Calder to a case involving copyright infringement). Joybird intentionally copied Blu Dot’s designs, and attempted to sell the Infringing Products to Minnesotans, which has caused harm to Blu Dot’s Minnesota-based business. Joybird knew harm was likely to occur in Minnesota because it knew that it was infringing Blu Dot’s copyrights. Therefore, Joybird is subject to jurisdiction in Minnesota. See Mulcahy, 2002 WL 31053211, at *5 (finding that in light of plaintiff’s allegation of intentional copyright infringement, and defendant’s knowledge that plaintiff was a resident of Minnesota, personal jurisdiction was justified under Calder).



20
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Ultimately, Joybird specifically intended to do business with Minnesotans, and in fact has conducted substantial business in this forum. In so doing, Joybird purposefully availed itself of Minnesota law. Due to its interactive website and the contacts the website facilitated, Joybird has sufficient contacts to confer personal jurisdiction. II.



The Exercise of Personal Jurisdiction is Fair and Reasonable. “Once it has been decided that a defendant purposefully established minimum



contacts within the forum State, these contacts may be considered in light of other factors to determine whether the assertion of personal jurisdiction would comport with ‘fair play and substantial justice.’” Burger King Corp., 471 U.S. at 476 (quoting International ShoeCo., 326 U.S. at 320). However, when defendants who purposefully directed activities at the forum state seek to defeat jurisdiction, they “must present a compelling case that the presence of some other considerations would render jurisdiction unreasonable.” Id. at 477 (emphasis added). Thus, in light of Joybird’s contacts with Minnesota, to defeat jurisdiction Joybird must show that the burden of litigation “is so heavy that it outweighs the plaintiffs’ interests, the forum’s interest, and the interests of the judicial system in the Court’s exercise of jurisdiction.” Pope, 588 F.Supp.2d at 1021, citing World-Wide Volkswagen Corp., 444 U.S. at 292. Joybird cannot, and did not, point to any particular burden that is so compelling as to render the District of Minnesota unreasonable. Although Joybird is registered to do business in California, its business operation in California is a UPS Store. Friedemann Dec., Exs. A, B. Because it appears that Joybird conducts business in Mexico, defending this action in the District of Minnesota is no more onerous than defending the action in 21
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any other district. Furthermore, Joybird failed to identify any particular witnesses or other evidence that is unavailable in Minnesota. In short, Joybird will not be so seriously burdened by litigating in Minnesota as to make this forum manifestly unfair or unjust. On the other hand, Blu Dot’s interests in litigating in Minnesota are strong. Blu Dot is a Minnesota company, with Minnesota employees. “Minnesota has an undeniable interest in providing its residents with a forum.” Aero Sys. Eng'g, Inc. v. Opron, Inc., 21 F.Supp.2d 990, 998 (D.Minn.1998). The intellectual property at issue is owned and enforced in Minnesota, and the harm from Joybird’s infringing activities is felt in Minnesota. Minnesota as a forum has an interest in ensuring “that injured Minnesotans are compensated for their injuries.” Pope at 1021. Minnesota also has a strong interest in protecting the property rights of its residents. Blu Dot thus has a strong interest in litigating in Minnesota, and Joybird has not presented the requisite compelling case that exercising jurisdiction in this forum would be unreasonable or unfair.
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CONCLUSION Joybird’s motion to dismiss should be denied.



Dated: January 5, 2018



/s/ Lora M. Friedemann Lora M. Friedemann (#0259615) Anne E. Rondoni Tavernier (#0398516) FREDRIKSON & BYRON, P.A. 200 South Sixth Street, Suite 4000 Minneapolis, MN 55402-1425 Telephone: 612.492.7000 [email protected] [email protected] Attorneys for Plaintiff
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